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Abstract. Linked Data is an initiative towards publishing and con-
necting structured data on the Web, creating what is called the Web
of Data. This allows the creation of new types of applications, such
as mash-ups and semantic searches, which make use of and integrate
data coming from multiple online repositories. However, the large
amount of content produced by blogs, wikis and social networks,
which have become de facto standards for publishing content in Web
2.0, suggests that the growth of Web of Data could also be supported
by adding a social, unstructured, collaborative dimension to it. In
this paper we introduce “kleenks”, which are collaborative links that
combine structured and unstructured data by allowing users to add
unstructured content to links, in addition to the RDF predicate. The
quality and importance of such links can be evaluated by the com-
munity through classical mechanisms such as ratings and comments.
This approach stimulates the emergence of more complex and ab-
stract relations between entities, allowing people to take part in the
Linked Data process and actively contribute to the growth of the Web
of Data. We discuss how kleenks can be modeled on top of RDF
and RDFS, making them easy to implement, and identify the main
challenges to be addressed by a platform implementing the kleenks
model. Finally, we introduce an online platform that successfully ap-
plies kleenks in the research domain by allowing researchers to create
kleenks between articles, books and any other type of online media.

1 Introduction
1.1 Context
“This is what Linked Data is all about: it’s about people doing their
bit to produce a little bit, and it’s all connecting.,, - Tim Berners-Lee,
TED 2009.

Linked data is a movement trying to expose the world data in a
structured format and to link it all together in meaningful ways. This
concept has been gaining traction as more and more organizations are
starting to expose their data in a structured, computer-understandable
format, besides the traditional website. Until recent, the habit was
this: if an organization owned some data and it wanted to expose it to
the public, it created a website allowing users to explore it. However,
it soon became obvious that this was not enough; humans were not
the only ones interested in working with this data, sometimes even
computers or software agents delegated by humans should be able to
manipulate it. In the dawn of this era, the web crawling and screen
scraping concepts appeared. Programs that contained specific parsing
code for extracting knowledge out of raw HTML emerged, and they
were named crawlers or scrapers. Due to the technical difficulties of
doing NLP (Natural Language Processing), these programs would
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use the underlying regularities in the HTML structure to parse the
structured data. Soon, a war broke out between content owners who
did not want to expose their data to machines and humans aiding the
machines in extracting the data by continuously adapting the parsers
to changes in HTML structure and to security additions aimed at
differentiating humans from crawlers.

In the center of this war comes Berners-Lee’s concept of Linked
Data. Linked data is no longer data exposed by machines for ma-
chines, but it is data exposed by humans for their fellow machines.
The Linked Open Data (LOD) project is leading this movement of
encouraging people to expose their data to machines in a meaning-
ful format. Most of the projects put forward by LOD are projects in
which humans are in the center of the process of generating linked
data. Big names in the internet industry such as Facebook agree with
this vision, as confirmed by the launch of Facebook Open Graph v2
initiative at the F8 conference in 20115. This announcement is about
making the transition from the singular ”like” action that users could
perform on the social platform to a multitude of actions, even custom
ones definable by application developers: read, watch, listen, cook,
try out, and so on. Given the large amount of data continuously gen-
erated by users on their social networks, this step will finally expose
all that data internally as structured data.

The DBpedia project is a community effort to extract structured in-
formation from Wikipedia and to make this information accessible on
the Web [2]. This is actually an attempt at automatically parsing the
Wikipedia infoboxes (the boxes with highlighted information usually
in the right part of the page) into RDF triples. This database of triples
is maintained in permanent synchronization with Wikipedia by using
a subscription to the live modifications feed. In this case, people still
play a central role in the generation of data, but their actions have the
creation of linked data only as an indirect consequence.

Freebase [3] is an initiative supported by Google to apply the wiki
concept to the world’s knowledge. A user interface and a RESTful
API are provided to users in order to be able to collaboratively edit a
database of triples spanning more than 125 million triples, linked by
over 4000 types of links, from domains as diverse as science, arts &
entertainment, sports or time and space. One of the main focuses of
this project is the user-created ontology, which is constantly evolv-
ing and cannot possibly be a set of fixed existing ontologies, no mat-
ter how complete they are, due to user friendliness reasons. There
is actually one interesting conclusion arising from this fact: using a
distributed workforce to crowdsource structured data requires a com-
promise between data precision and data quantity.

1.2 Problem statement
As we have seen in the previous section, there is a growing need
for exposing the world’s data in a structured format, as confirmed
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by industry giants and academia alike. There are a number of efforts
trying to bridge this gap. Only to name a few:

• crowd-sourcing structured data from users; examples are Freebase
and OpenStreetMap

• crowd-sourcing unstructured data from users, in a nearly-
structured format; examples are Wikipedia and Facebook before
the launching of Facebook Open Graph v2

• crawling / scraping data from unstructured data; this includes
shopping, travel and news aggregators, just to give a few exam-
ples

• extracting entities and links from unstructured text using NLP
(Natural Langauge Processing); one elocvent example of this is
OpenCalais6

However, current efforts for structuring the web’s data are mostly
concentrated around describing entities and their properties, as
shown in [2]. This is also the nature of the information usually found
in web pages: in Wikipedia, each page is dedicated to one entity,
and none to relations between entities. Also, most of the current ap-
proaches generate data through automated means, by parsing online
data sources or exposing legacy databases in RDF format. This has
two shortcomings: the only relations present in Linked Data are those
detectable by a computer program (so only explicit relations can be
detected), and also the decision of whether the data is correct or not
is left to the computer. Moreover, the current quantity of available
linked data in the largest such database was 4.7 billion RDF triples
[2], compared to over 1 trillion of web pages in 2008 7. This tells
us that the current approach of exposing the web’s data in a struc-
tured form is not scalable enough when compared to the explosive
growth of social content since the advent of Web 2.0 and the social
web: tweets, statuses, blogs, wikis and forums are all very hard to
understand for a computer program.

Therefore, it is our strongly held belief that general linked data
would benefit from a social component, allowing its creation to be
crowdsourced among enthusiasts, given that they are motivated cor-
rectly, without compromising data integrity. We envision that people
should be able to easily create links between any two online enti-
ties identifiable by a unique URI and to associate extra information
to these links. If this process of creating linked data is turned into a
community process, the validity of the links can then be subjected to
community scrutiny, a model that is not too scalable, but has proven
to work given enough contributors in Wikipedia’s case. The possi-
bility of linking resources is already built in the HTML standard;
however, the amount of extra information one can currently asso-
ciate with a link is limited. Also, links in a webpage cannot generally
be subjected to community examination for validity, and cannot be
easily removed from the page.

A tool for editing links between entities and for visualising the
most important links between contents is not available yet, and is a
necessary step forward for communities to support the creation of
linked data. However, this task of generating new linked data should
be approached with care, since providing structured data requires a
certain amount of rigor and time, whereas most people lack at least
one of the two. This is why providing structured data for an ordinary
user is still a challenge, as proved by the Freebase 8 project, and why
currently linked data which is not generated automatically is created
by experts or dedicated people.
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1.3 Article outline
The remainder of the article is structured as follows. Section 2
presents relevant works that are related to the kleenk platform and
how our platform relates to each of them. Section 3 introduces a sce-
nario that will be used throughout the article to exemplify the utility
of our proposed model and framework. Section 4 introduces the new
type of link we propose, the kleenk, and discusses its formal defini-
tion and evaluation mechanisms. Section 5 presents major challenges
that have to be overcome by an implementation of our proposed con-
cepts. Section 6 discusses how kleenks can be modelled with existing
theoretical frameworks, and why we have chosen RDF. In section 7
we present our current implementation of kleenks, a platform aimed
at connecting scientific content through a crowd-sourcing mecha-
nism. Finally, in the last section, we present our conclusions and
future works.

2 Related works
Here, we have chosen a few relevant works that treat the same prob-
lems as mentioned previously: adding a social dimension to the web
of data, using crowdsourcing to build up the web of data, or ways
to open up linked data to the big public, which might be the only
fighting chance of keeping up with the growth rate of online content.

ConceptWiki9 tries to apply the wiki concept to linked data. It
contains a list of concepts as specific as ”an unit of thought”. Any
person with an account on the website can edit the concepts and
there are two main sections on the website right now: WikiProteins
(which contains information about proteins) and WikiPeople (which
contains information about authors in the PubMed database). The
WikiPeople sections seems to be populated by extracting informa-
tion from PubMed, an important technique in order to encourage user
adoption that our proof-of-concept implementation,
kleenk.com, currently misses. Simply put, users tend to consider a
website more reliable if it has more content on it. However, for Con-
ceptWiki, this content is entity-oriented and is created automatically
by machines instead of being created by humans (just like in DBpe-
dia). Users can edit the existing content or add a new one, but the
quantity of information needed to complete the page of a person can
be quite daunting, which is why we suspect that ConceptWiki isn’t
still adopted on a large scale. We have derived one very important
lesson from this project: using machines in order to generate enough
data to bootstrap a community is a very good idea, as long as it is not
too complicated for humans to emulate what machines are doing (or
said differently, machines do now know the difference between user
friendliness and otherwise).

Last but not least, Facebook Open Graph (v2) is a recent develop-
ment of the social networking giant, allowing people to publish their
social life as something very similar to RDF triples. People can now
connect themselves to other entities by verbs like watch, read and
listen, instead of the traditional like. Friends can afterwards rate and
comment these actions, therefore this approach has also a very strong
community evaluation component. However, this platform lacks in
two respects: the first is generality, as it only connects people with
entities, and through a pretty limited amount of actions (Facebook
has to approve all new actions, giving it complete control over the
ontology of predicates that appear); the second is aggregated visu-
alisation capabilities, which is actually what makes the web of data
interesting for the regular user: the ability to discover new content by
navigating from content to content.
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The fact that there are a number of projects solving the same prob-
lem as us, some even approached by internet giants or the academia
gives us the strength to believe that we are working on the right prob-
lem. However, our proposed solution is unique, in that it lets users
easily create their own linked data, while giving them access to pow-
erful visualisations, as we will shortly see in the next sections.

3 Working Scenario

We will use an academia-related working scenario in this article.
Rob is a PhD student in computer science and he is reading a lot

of books and papers related to his subject, which is artificial intelli-
gence. He is testing a lot of applications and algorithms to see how
they perform in different scenarios. He would like to discuss his find-
ings with other researchers to have their opinions and also make his
results easily accessible. He is discussing with his friends and also
he publishes multiple articles but he feels that the feedback is lim-
ited and delayed (at least a few months from an article submission
to its publication). Rob also has some younger friends that study the
same topic. Whenever they find a new interesting article or applica-
tion they ask Rob about it: What’s important about this article? How
does this application relate to application Y? Rob could tell them to
read his articles but that may take a lot more time and his friends may
get confused and get lost in other information they might not need.
He gives them the answer but he knows that there may be more stu-
dents out there that would benefit from those answers. How can he
structure this information, and where to put it, so that it can be easily
found by all interested researchers?

4 Kleenks

In this section we will propose a solution to the problem stated in
section 1.2. We start by considering a simplified model of the Web
of Data which allows us to explain the role of our approach and how
it fits in the existing landscape. We finish by identifying the main
challenges for implementing our proposal.

4.1 Web of Data

We consider a simplified model for the Web of Data which consists
of the following elements: contents, entities, links, software agents,
humans and ontologies.

Contents represent any type of unstructured data such as text,
images, sounds or videos and they may, or may not have, an URI
that uniquely identifies them. Entities can represent anything such as
places, people or articles and they are uniquely identified by URIs.
Links connect two entities, have an associated type and they can rep-
resent any relation between entities. By software agent we under-
stand any software application (desktop, web or mobile) that uses
the Web of Data. Also, we consider that humans can access entities
and links directly, making abstraction of the browser or any applica-
tion in between. Finally, ontologies can be used by both humans and
software agents to understand the links between entities.

4.2 A new perspective, a new type of links

Inspired by the explosion of content in Web 2.0, we believe that the
Web of Data could also use an internal perspective in which links are
created from the user’s point of view. We believe that the Web of Data
needs a new social, unstructured and collaborative dimension that
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Figure 1. Social, Unstructured, Collaborative dimension to the Web of
Data

would bring people, unstructured content, entities and links closer to
each other (Figure 1).

We argue that this can be achieved through a new type of links,
that we call kleenks (pronounced “clinks”), which are collaborative
links created, evaluated and consumed by the users of the Web of
Data. A kleenk (Figure 2) is a directed connection and consists of the
following (below the words “entity”, “content” and “link” have the
meaning considered in the simplified model of the Web of Data from
the beginning of this section):

1. Source. The source of a kleenk is an entity.
2. Target. The target of a kleenk is another entity.
3. Type. The type is a verb or expression that summarizes the link

from the source to the target.
4. Contents. The contents represents the most important elements of

a kleenk and they can have different roles:

• Description. Descriptive contents can be simple text para-
graphs, other media contents such as images and videos or even
domain specific. They provide more details about the connec-
tion and they are added by the creator of a kleenk.

• Feedback. As with descriptive contents, feedback contents can
take any form but they are added by other participants to the
kleenk (other people or software agents).

• Evaluation. Evaluation contents must provide means to obtain
quantitative data about the quality of a kleenk and they can take
the form of ratings, like or thumb up/down buttons etc.

Kleenks are collaborative links because new content can be added
to a kleenk at any time by its creator or by other participants. Kleenks
have un unstructured dimension because the content added to a
kleenk is in an unstructured form. Finally, a kleenk is social because
it provides a mechanism for users to express their position (like,
agree, disagree, etc.) with respect to it.

The term “kleenk” is actually a short version for collaborative link
with a slightly different spelling since the term “clink” has been used
in other works such as Project Xanadu10 and we wanted to avoid
confusion.

Let’s take an example. Rob, from our first working scenario, reads
a paper X that talks about an efficient implementation of an algorithm
described in another paper Y. He will create a kleenk from the article

10 http://www.xanadu.com
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X to article Y with the type “efficient implementation of”. Also, if
the implementation is accessible on the internet he can also create a
second kleenk from X to the implementation with the type “imple-
mented here”. As a description of the first kleenk he will provide a
few details about what exactly makes the implementation efficient.
Other researchers can express their opinion about the implementa-
tion directly on the kleenk, and comment for instance that the perfor-
mance improvement is visible only on a particular class of input data.
Other implementations can be kleenked to the same article X and the
implementations can also be kleenked between them. Now, whenever
an younger friend of Rob finds paper X he will quickly see the most
important implementations of the algorithm and the relations with
other important papers and they can continue their research without
interruption.

4.3 Benefits and quality of kleenks

One main feature of kleenks is the ability to add unstructured con-
tent, in any form, to structured links. This has multiple benefits for
both the user and the Web of Data. First because kleenks are richer in
content than simple links, this makes them important on their own.
Up until now, in the Web of Data, it is rare that links are very impor-
tant on their own but rather in sets that describe an entity or a topic.
We believe that making each link important on its own will engage
people more in creating meaningful links.

Second, allowing people to create links with content will also fa-
cilitate the apparition of new links of high abstraction level that oth-
erwise would have been impossible to extract automatically.

Allowing people to contribute to existing kleenks with new con-
tent is meant to make kleenks become more accurate and complete.
However, as it has been seen in many projects such as Wikipedia
and StackOverflow, an explicit evaluation system for user contributed
content is necessary. The design of rating systems has been widely
studied in computer science [7]. An overview of techniques that can
be used to heuristically assess the relevance, quality and trustworthi-
ness of data is given in [1].

Also, allowing social validation through mechanisms such as likes,
agree/disagree or ratings allows important kleenks to step ahead of
the less important ones guiding the users through what is important
and what is less important. Of course the best way of validating a
content can differ from domain to domain and each platforms that
uses kleenks is free to choose the method that is more suitable.

5 Challenges
In the previous section we have introduced a new way of creating
links in the Web of Data, at the conceptual level. This new type of
links are called “kleenks” and they are collaborative links which con-
tain unstructured content in addition to the typical RDF predicate. We
believe that this approach will engage everyday users to take a more
active part in building collaboratively the Web of Data and bring it to
its full potential. However, implementing a system based on kleenks,
be it targeted to a specific domain or as a general platform, raises a
few challenges that must be properly addressed in order to be suc-
cessfully used.

5.1 Access to entities
A kleenk, as an RDF triple, is a link that connects two entities and in
addition it adds more content to the link. Letting regular users create
such kleenks raises an important question: “How will a user quickly
select the entities he’s interested in kleenking?”.

The answer to this question depends on the type of platform: do-
main specific or general. In case of a domain specific platform it
means that the user will kleenk entities he’s working with. Usu-
ally these entities are already gathered in some databases and the
kleenk platform only needs to integrate with these databases to pro-
vide quick search of the entities the user wants to kleenk.

On the other hand, a general platform is faced with a much more
difficult question due to inherent ambiguities. If a user wants to use
“Boston” as the source of a kleenk the platform has to decide whether
it’s about the city, the band or the basketball team. In this context
we believe that semantic searches and large open databases such as
DBpedia and Freebase will help in the disambiguation process.

Also, the user might want to kleenk things that don’t yet have an
URI and the platform must be able to create such URI’s on the fly.

5.2 The ontologies for kleenks
Even though kleenks contain unstructured content, their type, as with
RDF links, will still be a predicate in an ontology, allowing comput-
ers to have at least a basic understanding of what a kleenk means and
use them in new ways. However, allowing users to create any type of
links between entities means that it is very hard to develop a com-
prehensive ontology from the start. A kleenks platform would have
to provide a mechanism that would allow users to define ontologies,
such as in Freebase, or it must integrate with platforms that allow
users to build ontologies such as MyOntology.

5.3 Visualization and privacy
Allowing users to create kleenks between any two entities has the
potential of creating a very big number of kleenks. Users must be
able to handle a big number of kleenks related to the entities that
are of interest to them. Since kleenks form a graph structure, we can
use visualisation techniques for graphs and create interactive ways of
navigating the kleenks. We believe that since kleenks contain more
content on the “edges” between the nodes, than just a simple predi-
cate, more interactive and engaging visualizations can be built.

Since kleenks contain more content than simple RDF links and
since most of this content will be based on the user’s experience,
the problem of the visibility of a kleenk must not be neglected. A
user might want to create a kleenk between two entities and allow
only a limited number of persons to see it. Also, kleenks can be used



to collaboratively build some data (i.e. state of the art on a topic)
which might, at least on its early stages, be visible only to a limited
number of people. So, a kleenk platform must also provide proper
mechanisms for kleenks’ visibility.

6 Modeling kleenks
In this section we will look at the theoretical and technical aspects of
modeling kleenks using existing techniques in semantic web. We will
first analyze different alternatives and motivate our chose for one of
them. Finally, we will give an example of what a kleenk might look
like.

6.1 Theoretical model
Basically, the kleenk model could be seen as an extension of the RDF
model with support for unstructured data. In the semantic web many
extensions of the RDF model have been proposed during the last
years. There are extensions dealing with temporal aspects [5], with
imprecise information [8], provenance of data [4] or trust [9]. In [10]
a general model based on annotation is proposed which generalizes
most of the previous models.

All the above mentioned techniques are based on the named graph
data model, a well known technique in semantic web to attach meta-
information to a set of RDF triples. Even though these techniques
could be applied to model kleenks, that would require that each
kleenk has its own named graph (with its own URI), in order to as-
sociate the unstructured content with it.

A different technique, known under the name of RDF Reification,
is described in the RDF specification [6]. This technique has well
known limitations and weak points such as triple bloat and the fact
that SPARQL queries need to be modified in order to work with rei-
fied statements. However, we believe that this techniques is the most
suitable for modeling kleenks because a kleenk needs many differ-
ent types of meta-information associated with it: creator, description
content, feedback content (i.e. comments), evaluation content (i.e.
ratings) and possibly other domain specific data.

7 kleenk.com
7.1 Description
kleenk.com 11 is an online collaborative platform for linking sci-
entific content. The project’s motto is: ”Smart-connecting scientific
content”. It is allows users to link scientific contents, revealing other
relations than citations, such as:

• paper P1 implements the algorithm in paper P2 (relation: ”imple-
ments algorithm in”)

• diagram D1 is an explanation for the theory in paper P2 (relation:
”explains the theory in”)

• algorithms A1 and A2 solve the same problem (relation: ”solves
the same problem as”)

This kind of relation is not easy to extract neither by an automated
program, and nor by humans that are just starting their research in
a certain area. In Europe, the first year of a PhD program is usually
dedicated to researching the state of the art, which consists of reading
many scientific contributions by other authors and creating mental
links like those mentioned previously. Given the exploding number

11 http://app.kleenk.com

of scientific works, conferences and journals it is hard to keep up-to-
date even for a scientific advisor, which makes the work of a starting
researcher even harder. Kleenk actually solves this problem by al-
lowing the community to create and visualise kleenks between the
contents.

This platform is aimed at the following groups of persons:

• PhD students which need community guidance in order to read the
most relevant and up-to-date materials related to their subject

• professional researchers who need to stay in touch with the vibrant
scientific community’s developments

• other people interested in quickly gaining an overview of a scien-
tific domain

The platform allows the easy selection of content to kleenk from
a number of sources by manually adding it, importing it from web
pages (such as ACM or IEEE public pages of articles) and even
by importing BibTeX bibliography files. Once all the content a user
wants to kleenk is available in the platform, the user can start creating
kleenks by selecting a source and destination content.

After they are created, kleenks can be shared with research fel-
lows or made public, and grouped around meaningful ideas using
tags. Every time a new content is created or updated, the interested
users are notified using their personal news feed. Therefore, changes
to a kleenk or any comment reach out across the entire community
instantly.

Authors have the chance to kleenk their own papers to existing
ones, and by subjecting these kleenks to the community scrutiny,
the platform makes it possible for them to obtain early feedback for
their ideas. In today’s society, when the internet allows information
to be propagated from one end of the world to another in seconds,
the traditional peer review system is becoming more and more criti-
cized due to the number of months passed from submitting the work
to actual post-publication feedback from the scientific community.
Our service aims to complement the quality and thoroughness of the
peer review system with the opinion of the crowd. One important
observation is that the opinion of the crowd is not necessarily misin-
formed, as proven lately by the tremendously successful service for
programmers StackOverflow 12. This website is a collaborative ques-
tion answering system, with world renown experts easily connecting
and answering each others’ questions. We think that the scientific
community would benefit from a low-latency alternative to obtaining
feedback for a piece of work.

7.2 Implementation of the theoretical framework
Having earlier detailed the kleenk model and characteristics, we will
now underline which instantiation of the general principles was used
in order to implement this knowledge sharing platform. First of all,
in our particular case, the kleenk has the following elements:

• the source, destination and type - these are also present in the
general model

• the description - this is specific to this pair of content, and rep-
resents a more detailed explanation of the type. It should be used
in order to motivate the choice of type and to give more relevant
results

• comments - since each kleenk has its own set of comments, these
can be used in order to discuss the relevance of the link and to give
extra information by anyone who can see it. These are similar to

12 http://www.stackoverflow.com



Wikipedia’s talk pages, which are used by contributors to clarify
informations in the main page

• ratings - together with ratings, these allow the community to eval-
uate the quality of a kleenk. In the visualisation, kleenks with bet-
ter community score (which is computed from the ratings, number
of comments, number of views and a number of other metrics) are
displayed with a thicker connecting line, signifying a greater im-
portance. Ideally, an user who is interesting in exploring the web
of scientific articles will first navigate the most important kleenks.

• privacy level - as already mentioned in the general model, there
should be a privacy setting associated with each kleenk. This al-
lows users to first try out their own ideas in a personal incubator
before promoting them to the whole community. In our imple-
mentation, there are 3 privacy levels: private (visible only to the
owner), public (visible to anyone) and shared (visible to research
fellows, which can be added through a dedicated page, given that
they also agree).

• tags - each kleenk can be part of one or more tags. This is actually
a mechanism for grouping tags related to the same idea or topic
under a single name. For example, when writing this article, the
authors created a ”Kleenk Article” tag which contained the rele-
vant bibliographic items and the kleenks between them.

The visualisation of the graph induced by the kleenks is done, as
mentioned in the description of the general model, using consacrated
layout methods. Specifically, in our case, we use an attraction-force
model.

kleenk.com is a linked data application, conforming to Berner-
Lee’s vision of the future of the web. Contents, kleenks and tags
all have persistent URIs that can be dereferenced in order to obtain
linked data. One other interesting side-effect of this is that interesting
scientific applications can emerge on top on the data contributed by
the users to kleenk. For example, new scientometric indicators based
on kleenks could be computed by a 3rd party application.

7.3 Use case example

7.3.1 Obtaining feedback for a recently published article

Alice is a fresh PhD student in Semantic Web, who is overwhelmed
by the vast amount of publications on this topic. Being a first year
student, she has to complete a document describing the state of the
art by the end of the year. Being a Facebook user, it’s easy for her to
create an account using one click on kleenk.com, since it features in-
tegration with Facebook’s login service. Once logged in, she adds her
colleagues who already have a Kleenk account as research fellows
and now can easily see their shared tags. She studies the visualisa-
tions and grows to see a few important articles which are in the center
of most tags, and starts reading them. Since she pays close attention
to her news feed, she can easily see in real time what connections her
colleagues are creating, and they all obtain quick feedback from their
advisor, via comments and ratings.

Since she will be writing a survey article as well, she started creat-
ing a tag specifically for the bibliography of the article. First, the tag
is private, since it is a work in progress and she doesn’t want to share
it with anyone. As the text of the article and the bibliography mature,
she changes the visibility of the tag from private to shared, so that her
research fellows can express their opinion on the connections she is
making. After receiving the final approval for publication, she makes
the tag public and includes the visualisation of the bibliography in a
presentation for her department.

8 Conclusions and Future Works
This article discusses the current context of the Web of Data, ana-
lyzes a few of its current limitations and focuses on the need to en-
gage regular users in the creation of semantic links. We propose a
new approach inspired by the success of Web 2.0 techniques such as
wikis, blogs and social networks.

The main contribution of this paper is the concept of kleenk which
is a collaborative link that contains unstructured data in addition to
the classical RDF predicate. We discuss the importance of allowing
users to add unstructured data to the Web of Data and how this ap-
proach could lead to the creation of links which would otherwise be
impossible to automatically parse from existing datasets.

We also identify the main challenges of a platform allowing users
to create kleenks: access to entities, collaborative ontology creation,
visualization of kleenks and privacy. These challenges have to be
properly addressed for a system to succeed in applying kleenks.
We finish by introducing a free online platform, www.kleenk.com,
which applies successfully the concept of kleenk in the scientific re-
search domain and discuss how the identified challenges have been
addressed.

Future works include:

• testing kleenks in other domains in order to see what would be the
specific problems in adopting them for those domains

• building a common kleenk schema in order to describe kleenks
• defining scientometric metrics which are kleenk-related instead of

the old citation-related approachess
• populating the kleenk.com database automatically with kleenks

for citations in order to bootstrap the community use
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